9MM ACOUSTIC FELT
Immerse™ is a sound-absorbing rigid felt material designed to quiet a space in
style. It is an environmentally sustainable material, which contains a minimum
blend of 50% post-consumer waste sourced from recycled PET bottles.
The Immerse line of acoustical partitions places emphasis on softening
sound to enhance the acoustics within a space, whether it be for the
home or corporate office. Through noise absorbing material and
specific design features, excess sound is captured by Immerse™,
creating an acoustically comfortable environment that
provides stillness and promotes peace of mind and
well-being.

COLORS

Crystal
(White)

Alloy
PMS Cool Gray 8 C

Slate
PMS 431 C

Coal
PMS Cool Gray 11C

Onyx
PMS Black C

Pumice
PMS 4022 C

Silt
PMS 1255 C

Sandstone
PMS 4243 C

Pebble
PMS 445 C

Oil
PMS 4625C

Amber
PMS 165 C

Amethyst
PMS 512 C

Arctic
PMS 299 C

Sapphire
PMS 288 C

Seaweed
PMS 2300 C

Hibiscus
PMS 211 C

Garnet
PMS 186 C

*Pantone call-out is for close reference only.
Slight variations in fiber color between dye lots is common.

PRINTS

Our print capabilities are unmatched. We use state-of-the-art latex print technology to digitally print
onto the Immerse™ material. This technology offers vibrant output, excellent resolution and displays
the artwork of your choice, all while retaining the sound absorption qualities of the Immerse material.
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DESKTOP PARTITIONS
ACOUSTIC TRIFOLD SMALL

The Small Trifold is a sound absorber designed to surround a laptop or small screen on a desk or tabletop.
Panels are held together with Velcro tabs, allowing you to extend the sides as wide as desired.

*Dimensions shown are of flat unit.

OPTIONS
Unprinted: Choose a stock color for the front & back.
Single Sided Print: Choose a stock color for one side & a stock print OR custom art for the other side.
Double Sided Print: Choose stock prints for both sides OR submit custom printed artwork
OR mix & match.
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DESKTOP PARTITIONS
ACOUSTIC TRIFOLD MEDIUM

The Medium Trifold sound absorber is designed to surround medium/larger monitors 20-30+ inches wide
on a desk or tabletop. Panels are held together with Velcro tabs, allowing you to extend the sides as wide
as desired.

*Dimensions shown are of flat unit.

OPTIONS
Unprinted: Choose a stock color for the front & back.
Single Sided Print: Choose a stock color for one side & a stock print OR custom art for the other side.
Double Sided Print: Choose stock prints for both sides OR submit custom printed artwork
OR mix & match.
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STANDING PARTITIONS
ACOUSTIC TRIFOLD LARGE

The Large Trifold sound absorber can be placed in any space to diffuse and soften sound. It is tackable and
can be used to display artwork and important papers using push pins. Panels are held together with Velcro
tabs, allowing you to extend the sides as wide as desired.

OPTIONS
Unprinted: Choose a stock color for the front & back.

*Dimensions shown
are of flat unit.

Single Sided Print: Choose a stock color for one side & a stock print OR custom art for the other side.
Double Sided Print: Choose stock prints for both sides OR submit custom printed artwork
OR mix & match.
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Description

Material Care

Rigid felt with matte finish designed to absorb

For routine maintenance lightly dust with

mid-high range acoustical noise. Tackable, impact

a soft brush or vacuum.

resistant, bacteria resistant, moisture resistant,
installation friendly.

For light marks or stains:
**Avoid excessive amounts of water.

Application

• Gently clean excess with sponge or cloth.

Offers acoustical clarity when introduced within

• Sponge with a small amount of carpet

an environment in applications for walls, ceilings,

shampoo working circularly from well outside

partitions and other design solutions.

the stain towards the center.
• Sponge afterward with warm damp cloth and

Size / Weight

mop excess water with a clean dry cloth or

3/8” (9mm) x 4ft x 8ft (+/-) sheet

sponge.

8.5 lbs. / sheet (3.85 kg)

• Allow to dry.
• Brush gently with a soft brush.

Material Content
100% Polyester, min. 50% post-consumer

1,2

waste sourced from recycled PET bottles;
Formaldehyde free, NO-VOC

1,0

The material production process itself generates
no waste.
Acoustical
ASTM C 423- best performance SA=0.98
ASTM E 1264- NRC- 1.0
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Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A
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